


Origin: In October 1903, librarian Wilfred
P. Livingston wandered outside the
Boston Public Library to investigate a
mysterious scratching noise at the back
door. He ambled back several hours
later with his glasses slightly askew, shirt
rumpled, and a liquid resembling tomato
juice smeared over his furrier-than-usual
face. Nobody took much notice.

THE LIBEARIAN
Real Name: Ferocious Furry Fantastico V
Height: 1m (at shoulder) Weight: 200kg
Eyes: Brown Hair: Brown
Current alias: Wilfred P. Livingston
Occupation: Librarian
Known associates: Six-Gun LIbrarian
Enemies: The Mogollon Monster
Base of operations: Boston
First appearance: Library Rangers #27

Powers: Juggling, bicycling, dancing,
impeccable taste in neckties.
Quote: "ggGGrrRRRr RRaaRRgg RRRRrr?!"

Action Librarians trading cards series #4.
Art and text by Taylor Kenkel.

|#76|

Some copies of the Two-Fisted Library Stories #6 came with a
version of a The Libearian trading card seen below.
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Automagic Notice
By Devin Lagasse

From: AutomaticNotice@SCL.magic
To: ladyspeller@gmail.com
Subject: Your library materials are due in three days

This is a reminder that the following items checked out to
ALISTAIR MURDOCH on card 13666169216180 will be due in 3
days.

Title: The Charm Artist: A Man’s Guide to Picking Up Witches
Barcode: 75939471682937
Due: 01-15-2027

Title: Magical Manhood: Making It All Bigger
Barcode: 927364819837489
Due: 01-15-2027

Title: Hex Club (DVD)
Barcode: 83627100986517
Due: 01-15-2027

Please return or renew these items by the end of the due date
to avoid any fines, hexes, or curses. Some items may be
renewed by familiar (cats, dogs, and crows only please) or by
casting a Renewal Spell. Details can be found on our website
www.SCLibrary.magic/renewals .

If you have any questions or need any help, please Summon
Evangaline Goarse.

Thank You!

The Seattle Coven Library
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From: AutomaticNotice@SCL.magic
To: ladyspeller@gmail.com
Subject: Your library materials are overdue!

The following items checked out to ALISTAIR MURDOCH on
library card number 13666169216180 are more than three days
overdue.

Title: The Charm Artist: A Man’s Guide to Picking Up Witches
Barcode: 75939471682937
Due: 01-15-2027

Title: Magical Manhood: Making It All Bigger
Barcode: 927364819837489
Due: 01-15-2027

Title: Hex Club (DVD)
Barcode: 83627100986517
Due: 01-15-2027

Please return these items to any Seattle Coven Library location
to avoid further fines and receive the counter-jinx for the
“Internal Alarm” hex that was activated upon the third day of the
books being overdue. The vibrating and whistles should cease
immediately upon the books return. If you have lost these
items, get your affairs in order and please contact a library staff
person right away. They will collect your soul under the next full
moon.

Some items may be renewed by familiar (cats, dogs, and crows
only please) or by casting a Renewal Spell.

If you have any questions or need any help, please Summon
Evangaline Goarse.

Thank You!

The Seattle Coven Library
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From: AutomaticNotice@SCL.magic
To: ladyspeller@gmail.com
Subject: Your library materials are overdue!

The following items checked out to ALISTAIR MURDOCH on
library card number 13666169216180 are more than ten days
overdue.

Title: The Charm Artist: A Man’s Guide to Picking Up Witches
Barcode: 75939471682937
Due: 01-15-2027

Title: Magical Manhood: Making It All Bigger
Barcode: 927364819837489
Due: 01-15-2027

Title: Hex Club (DVD)
Barcode: 83627100986517
Due: 01-15-2027

Please return these items to any Seattle Coven Library location
to avoid further fines and receive the counter jinxes for both the
“Internal Alarm” hex that was cast on 01-18-2027 and the “Liquid
Fire” curse that was cast upon the books being more than ten
days overdue. Your skin should stop bubbling and burning
immediately upon the books return.

If you have lost these items, get your affairs in order and please
contact a library staff person right away. They will collect your
soul under the next full moon.

Some items may be renewed by familiar (cats, dogs, and crows
only please) or by casting a Renewal Spell.

If you have any questions or need any help, please Summon
Evangaline Goarse.

Thank You!

The Seattle Coven Library
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From: AutomaticNotice@SCL.magic
To: ladyspeller@gmail.com
Subject: Your library materials are overdue!

The following items checked out to ALISTAIR MURDOCH on
library card number 13666169216180 are more than thirty days
overdue.

Title: The Charm Artist: A Man’s Guide to Picking Up Witches
Barcode: 75939471682937
Due: 01-15-2027

Title: Magical Manhood: Making It All Bigger
Barcode: 927364819837489
Due: 01-15-2027

Title: Hex Club (DVD)
Barcode: 83627100986517
Due: 01-15-2027

Prepare your soul. We are coming.

The Seattle Coven Library
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Ernestine Castillo, Six‐Gun Librarian
AND

Garret Gable, Library Detective
IN

How to Steal a Book in
1930s Chicago

Part 3:
Midnight at the Skyline

By Matthew Murray

Previously: Conditionally Accredited Library Detective Garret Gable
gathered a motley crew of librarians after the 1933 ALA conference
in Chicago. On the trail of an international book thief who had been
stealing copies of The Malleus Maleficarum from libraries, they
staked out the last remaining copy of the book in Chicago. However,
a monstrous creature appeared, took the book, and killed Hari
Grover, a librarian at Empire State University. Their only clue is a
postcard of the World Fair's Sky Ride with "Mittwoch Mitternacht”
("Wednesday midnight") written on it.

Wednesday, October 25th

The next morning Joanne and Ernestine said they were heading
to the library to do some research before we went to the
World’s Fair that night to try to catch Dr. Geiisshardt. I let them
go. I had my own research to do. With some bottles. In a bar. I’ll
let you fill in the details.

That evening we approached the World’s Fair. The lights from its
buildings lit up the sky. It was bright enough that you could read
the posters plastered all over the place.
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A Century of Progress.
Science Finds, Industry Applies, Man Conforms.

This city was getting to me.

Thankfully, not many people were around. We ducked under the
barriers and settled down behind some trees not too far from
the Sky Ride aerial tramway entrance. I’m not usually one for
hiding in bushes, I tend to go in swinging. However, the thing
that had killed Harry the night before didn’t seem as though it
would notice my punches.

Then it started to rain.

The fair soon started closing down, and once the employees had
left for the evening we headed over to the entrance of the Sky
Ride. I was all ready to smash one of the windows in, when
Ernestine opened the door saying “it’s unlocked”.

The elevator was still running, so we took it up to the main deck.
That’s when Hattie realized we had a problem. “The note didn’t
say which tower we were supposed to meet in, the east or the
west.”

We soon decided to split into two groups. Hattie and I would
stay on this side, while the others would head on over to the
eastern tower. Joanne was all ready to go back downstairs and
head out into the rain when Lawrence Montgomery Underwood
II showed a side of him none of us had guessed. “Why don’t we
just use the rocket car? It all looks relatively simple”, he said,
pulling a lever that started the machinery humming. We all
looked at him in surprise. “Oh, the British Library is equipped
with a wonderful old mechanical book delivery device but, well,
the creator didn’t leave much in the way of instructions, so we
just have to muddle through fixing it as best we can.” The others
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were soon on their way across, while Hattie and I headed up to
the observation platform.

The platform was enclosed from the elements, thankfully, since
it was still pouring rain outside. The walls of the room were
made up of massive windows, with the elevator occupying the
centre space, and the stairs off to one side.

We didn’t have to wait long before we heard the elevator
moving. It headed down to the main floor, then returned to the
observation deck. A figure emerged from the doors as they
opened with a *ding*. I can’t tell you how relieved I was that it
wasn’t that creepy glowing thing we’d seen the night before. The
room was dark, so I didn’t manage to get a good look at the
figure. Though against the window where they stood I could see
from their silhouette that they were wearing a long coat.

Then, we began to hear the same heavy dragging sound from
the night before in the library. I think that sound will haunt me
for years to come. The door to the staircase opened, and the
glowing thing emerged. It headed towards the silhouetted
figure.

As the figure turned, they became visible in the glow of the
thing, and we got our first good look at the person we’d been
chasing for days now: Dr. Waltraud Geiisshardt. I’d say that the
first thing I noticed surprised me almost as much as the glowing
thing, but I’d be lying. Still, I was taken aback when I saw that the
“good doctor” was a dame.

The thing extended its arm, and we could see the book clutched
in its right hand. “The Malleus Maleficarum,” I hissed between
my teeth. The thing quickly turned towards the sound of my
voice, while Geiisshard yelled “Wer ist da?”, then started running
for the elevator.
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Hattie and I ran after them, but quickly saw our way blocked by
the glowing creature. We saw the elevator doors close, and I
was wondering how much more time I had on my personal
clock, when Hattie cried out, “The stairs! Quickly!”

We ran full tilt towards the stairs, hearing the loud, heavy
sounds of the thing coming behind us. The door flew open as
we rushed down the dark stairs. The stairway should have been
pitch black, but about halfway down I realized it was filled with a
faint glow from the weird fluid that had leaked from the
creature. Of course I only realized this once I’d slipped on it,
crashing down half a flight of stairs and bashing my head
against a wall. I heard a falling noise behind me on the stairs,
but I couldn’t let that stop me. I somehow managed to emerge
from the staircase, and was just in time to see the rocket car
from the other tower docking.

Ernestine, Joanne, and Lawrence Montgomery Underwood II
spilled out of the door of the rocket car, with Ernestine saying
that they’d seen the glowing light coming from our tower. I was
about to respond when the creature emerged from the
stairwell, dragging the bloody, broken, and now-lifeless body of
Hattie after it.

Ernestine calmly raised her gun and began firing at the creature.
As her shots connected, it looked as though the outside of the
creature was cracking. Glowing liquid started to pour out of the
holes the bullets had created, but they didn’t seem to slow the
creature down.

I scrambled across the room and I was almost to the other side
when I saw Dr. Geiisshardt out of the corner of my eye, climbing
into the skycar. I screamed for someone, anyone, to stop her.
Lawrence dashed across the space between us and the car, but
somehow the glowing creature was exactly where we didn’t
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want it to be. It seized him in both its hands and pulled. The
screams as he was torn into two pieces echoed around the
room.

Joanne ran past the carnage to the door of the rocket car. “It
won’t open!” she yelled, pulling on the handle. Ernestine passed
by her and shot the door repeatedly, before kicking the door
open. “All aboard!”

I headed towards the skycar, but it was slow going after my
tumble down the stairs. Maybe I hadn’t gotten off so well after
all. Joanne came over to help, but the thing had noticed us and
was coming closer. Ernestine kept firing as we came closer. “It’s
leaving!” she yelled. The rocket car was pulling out of the tower.

With a last burst of energy Joanne pushed me onto the Skycar
while at the same time falling to the floor. She quickly pulled
herself to her feet and ran after us, jumping just as we pulled
out of the dock. I reached for her and she grabbed my hand. I
held on as tight as I could.

“No! Don’t!” she cried as my hand began to slip in the pouring
rain. “Please!”

But I couldn’t do anything. I didn’t have the strength to pull her
on board. My arm screamed in pain. I felt something tear. I
knew something was broken. She slipped from my grasp and
fell into the darkness below. Over the sound of the rocket car's
motor I thought I heard chanting, and then a splash from the
lagoon below, but that could have just been my imagination.

“She’s not here” Ernestine said coming up next to me. I stood
looking down at the darkness below. “I know.”

“No, the doctor, she’s not here, the rocket car is empty.”
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I looked back towards the tower dock we had left, and saw two
figures outlined by the light. Was one laughing?

We reached the other side of the Sky Ride, and I have to admit I
didn’t know what to do next. “We need to get you to a doctor,”
said Ernestine. “You’re hurt bad.”

I’m not sure exactly what happened next. It was a blur of pain
and wet and terrible sounds. Some of them might have been
coming from me. There was a road, an ambulance, a building.
My head pounded.

3:50 A.M. Thursday, October 26th

When I came to, I realized I was at a hospital. No, not at, in, I was
in a hospital. Slumped in a bed, my arm covered in bandages.
My arm didn't hurt quite much, but I figured I'd probably been
pumped full of drugs. Ernestine was pacing back and forth, but
when she saw me come around she quickly came over.

“How’re the others?” I asked, my memory not yet fully returned.

“Dead. They’re all dead.”

I tried to say something, but my mind was suddenly flooded
with what had happened earlier.

“We’ve failed,” I said quietly. “That damned doctor got away.”

“We’re not out of this yet.” said Ernestine, sounding determined.
“Dr. Waltraud Geiisshardt might be able to disappear from a
rocket car, but she can’t disappear from a country. She had
tickets booked on the Graf Zeppelin. What time is it?”

I checked my watch. “Almost 4 A.M.”
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“We can still make it. The zeppelin doesn’t leave until 7 A.M.
Quickly.”

“But my arm…” I began.

“You can walk right?”

I nodded in agreement, though not fully sure if I could yet.

Ernestine threw my clothes at me from across the room and
dashed out the door. By the time I’d managed to get to my feet
and dress myself she had returned.

“Let’s go, I’ve got us a ride.”

We headed downstairs and before I could even say anything
Ernestine was pulling me towards an open car door. “Get in,”
she said.

“How’d you get this?” I asked.

“The owner won’t miss it.” As a librarian I know there are times
when you don’t want more information.

I’m not sure if there’s a record for driving across Chicago in a
potentially stolen car in the pre-dawn hours of late October, but
if there is Ernestine should probably get it. She pushed that car
about as fast as it could go.

We tore up to the airfield at a quarter to seven. Just enough time
to stop Dr. Geiisshardt from leaving. We threw ourselves from the
car and ran across the parking lot towards the zeppelin.

But we stopped when we saw what awaited us. There was a
crowd of nearly a thousand gathered to watch the zeppelin take
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off. There were dozens of journalists and photographers,
cameramen, civilian zeppelin-spotters, hundreds of men with
large cowboy hats and holsters (who I later learned were
deputies to the sheriff), at least eighty uniformed police officers,
and countless soldiers standing to attention. There was no
chance we were getting anywhere near that zeppelin.

We stood there in silence as we watched the passengers and
crew board the vessel. One of the last to board was Dr.
Waltraud Geiisshardt. She gave a large suitcase to a porter, who
quickly loaded it aboard. As she walked up the steps to the
zeppelin she paused and turned, looking out at the people
below her. I could have sworn she looked right at me and
smiled, though Ernestine said I was being paranoid. Then she
boarded the zeppelin, and a couple of minutes later it was rising
ever higher into the air.

Ernestine didn't stick around much longer after that. She had to
get back to her job as chief librarian in Tombstone, Arizona.

But this isn’t over yet Dr. Geiisshardt. You have stolen library
property, and whether I’m an ALA accredited library detective or
not, I’m not going to stop until I track you down and you return
that book.
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245 10 $aTwo- fisted library stories

260 $aVancouver, B . C . : $bLegendary Library

Laboratory , $c2016

300 $a32 p. : $bill. ; $c22 cm +$e1 trading card

310 Irregular

362 0 $aNo. 6 ( 2016- 10- 30)

5XX $aNote Fields
Dear Lackluster Ones,
Okay, so first in TWO-FISTED
LIBRARIANS #2 you call Joanne
Dixon “Six-Gun”, when it’s
obviously Ernestine Castillo who is
the Six-Gun Librarian. Then you
say that Dixon is from “out west”
and Castillo is from “down south”,
when this is completely and utterly
backwards (who could possibly
think that Tombstone, Arizona is
“down south”?). Even worse, you
repeat the exact same mistake in
TFL #5 when you again say that
Castillo is from “down south”! The
only even vaguely saving factor
here is that both stories are told
from the point of view of noted
“liarbrarian” Garret Gable who is
notorious for his lack of experience
doing reference work (I’m also
convinced he couldn’t run a
children’s storytime to save his life).

Yours in disappointment,
Toma Sixten

What can we say Toma? “Don’t let
Canadians write your characters” is
probably a good start (and my gosh,
you don’t want to see the Hypatia
Lorde story where the writer didn’t
understand the difference between
Washington state and Washington,

D.C. and put the White House a brief
ferry ride west of downtown Seattle!).

------
What the fuck sort of question did
you just ask me, you little bitch? I’ll
have you know I graduated top of
my class in library school, and I’ve
been involved in numerous Access
to Information requests on
government documents, and I
have over 300 confirmed
storytimes. I am trained in cattle
logging and I’m the top digitizer in
the entire library system. You are
nothing to me but just another
patron. I will answer your
reference questions with precision
the likes of which has never been
seen before on this Earth, mark my
fucking words. You think you can
get away with asking that shit to
me at the reference desk? Think
again, fucker. As we engage in this
readers’ advisory interview I am
contacting my secret network of
library staff across the world and
your account is being traced right
now so you better prepare for the
fines, bookworm. The fines that
wipe out the pathetic little thing
you call your hold list. You’re
fucking dead, kid. I can be
anywhere, anytime, and I can stop
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your ILL requests in over seven
hundred ways, and that’s just with
my bare hands. Not only am I
extensively trained in unarmed
cataloguing, but I have access to
the entire arsenal of the Librarian
Corps and I will use it to its full
extent to wipe your miserable
program registrations off the face
of the calendar, you little shit. If
only you could have known what
unholy retribution your little
“clever” comment was about to
bring down upon you, maybe you
would have returned your books
on time. But you couldn’t, you
didn’t, and now you’re paying the
replacement fines, you goddamn
idiot. I will flood you with the
realization that you’re inconv-
eniencing other patrons and you
will drown in it. You’re fucking
banned from the library, kiddo.

Uhhhh, we received this anonymous
unsolicited message and aren’t sure
to what it refers. Any help from our
readers would be appreciated.

------
Dear 5XX,
I was recently gifted a stack of old
comics and magazines by my
parents. It was to my absolute
delight that among this pile were
several early Legendary Library
titles. While I love reading the
stories you reprint in Classification
Classics, it was even more exciting
for me to read the original issues
of ACTION LIBRARIANS, THE
MIDNIGHT LIBRARY, and STRANGE
SCIENCE LIBRARY. However, one
title stood about above the others
in regards to the quality of its

writing and art, and I realized it’s
not one that I ever hear people
discussing. So my question to you
is this: Whatever happened to THE
LIBRARY LEGION? Both in regards
to the title, and the characters
themselves.

Sincerely,
Ambrose Flavian

Ah yes, the ever problematic LIBRARY
LEGION. We can’t argue with you in
broad strokes concerning the story
and art, they generally are pretty
great, but there are a few reasons
why we don’t reprint those stories.
You see, those titles are from what
we call “the bad old days”, when
racism, sexism, homophobia,
ableism, and bigotry were
considerably more common. The
unflattering portrayal of library staff
as sex crazed and/or frigid plus the
lack of knowledge about what
librarians (or even shelvers!) actually
did in a library would be bad
enough, but the terrible stereotypes
of minority groups are something we
have no interest in revisiting. We
want the entire Legendary Library
stable of titles to be inclusive and
welcoming to all of our readers (even
reptilians), just as a library should be
seen as a welcoming place to
everyone in its community.

However, you are right about one
thing. The name “The Library Legion”
is great! And ACTION LIBRARIANS
#145 will feature the first
appearance of The NEW Library
Legion! Look for an interview with the
creators elsewhere in this issue. You
won’t want to miss it!
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TFLS,
I was recently re-cataloguing my
collection of Legendary Library
titles (using the Colon Classification
system created by S. R. Rangan-
athan) when I realized that SIX-
GUN LIBRARIAN #14 skips several
of the daily newspaper strips it
usually reprints after the lead
story. To confirm this I checked my
collection of strips (which I clip and
file from my daily newspaper so as
to be able to compare them for
any differences) and was able to
confirm that the brief “The Book
Rustler's Return” storyline was
excluded. Now, to be totally fair,
this is not one of the high points of
the SIX-GUN LIBRARIAN strip, but
for completionists’ sake I would
ask you to reprint it somewhere.

Sincerely,
Todd Olly Obsessed

We tracked down the editor of SGL
and asked them why those strips
were skipped. They said that since
issue #14 featured the climax of the
"Overdue at the O.K. Corral" storyline
(and the unmasking of the original
Masked Librarian!) they needed a few
extra pages to complete the story the
way the creators had intended. As
such, the choice was made to cut out
some of the daily strips, and the
Book Rustler's story was left out.
Lucky for you (and our other readers)
we found the original art and you’ll
find reprints of the story on the
following four pages. Enjoy!

------
Legendary Library 'Locutioners,
Is it just me or have you been
putting out way too many titles

lately? Plus you’re launching
another three new books as part of
your horror line! How am I
supposed to afford all of them on
my auxiliary library staff salary? I’m
never sure if I’ll get enough shifts
to pay for rent, let alone anything
else! It’s not as though the quality
of some of these titles has been
that high recently either. I mean,
what on Earth is going on with the
Nephropidae in STRANGE SCIENCE
LIBRARY? Strange isn’t the half of it!

Yours in frugality,
Stacy Damodara

We hear you loud and clear Stacy!
Your's wasn’t the only letter we got
telling us that some of our recent
publications did not represent the
quality you have come to expect from
us. So here’s the deal: SERIALS TEAM
7, CLASSIFICATION CLASSICS, and
STRANGE SCIENCE LIBRARY have all
come to a close, while GIACOMO
CASANOVA'S LIBRARY OF LOVE ends
this month. However, that doesn’t
mean we won’t be launching more
titles in the future. We think the trick
will be to create a line-up of titles
that crosses into many different
genres, as seen in the aforemen-
tioned horror line and the upcoming
SPICY LIBRARY STORIES.

------
Next Issue:

Pak Jeong-Ho takes on an inter-
galactic book smuggling ring; The
Catalogue Kid learns RDA; The
Libearian faces The Radio Library
Automaton in a true case of nature
vs. science; and Eleanor Twitty
finds Solomon’s Key. PLUS: Loads
of Lively Library Literature.
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News From
the Stacks

Every week, it seems, we get a
kaboodle of letters from culture
lovers coast to coast complaining
about how tough it is to find all of
our Legendary Library publications
at the local drugstore or
newsstand each month. Some
titles, it seems, sell out almost
overnight, and others apparently
never even arrive from the
distributor! Many fans have
suggested that we open up a chain
of institutions across the country
which would allow people to
borrow zines for free. That,
friends, is a terrific idea—which is
probably why someone beat us to
it! The fact is that there are
currently dozens of zine libraries
scattered across this great land,
operated by scores of volunteers
and professional library staff.
Virtually every major city has at
least one zine library, and new
ones are popping up all the time,
often in smaller towns and
hamlets where frustrated frantic
fans abound. Most of these zine
libraries carry all the latest
publications (even our
competition!) and many of them
handle books, magazines, games,
and lots of other great stuff as
well! There's probably a zine
library or two in your very area, so
if you want to keep up with the
latest, don't sit there like a lump,
look in the phone book, ask
around, and find out where the
nearest zine library is. If you can't
locate one, check out our Etsy
store at etsy.com/
shop/TwoFistedLibrarians.

ITEM!
Series #4 of the Action Library
trading cards are avilable now!
Make sure you collect them all!

The Legendary
Library Checklist!

What's on sale right now!
Action Librarians #145: The New
Library Legion must face Metadata
Debasement Industries.
Frontline Librarian #14: Full
Metal Book Jacket: The library can
kill me, but it can't make me care.
The Haunted Library #1: What
sort of Readers’ Advisory do you
provide to a ghost?
Hypatia Lorde #18: Hypatia helps
The Anarchivist undercover the
secrets of preserving data from
obsolete storage media.
Jungle Librarian Action #7: How
will the Jungle Librarians overcome
language barriers to help The
Foreign Legion?
L-Day #3 (of 3): What (or who) is L-
Day? You’ll have to read this
double-sized finale to find out!
The Library of Fear #1: Terror
stalks the Stacks!
Library of Love #25: Casanova
returns to the City of Love where he
meets Benjamin Franklin while
attending a presentation on
aeronautics and the future of balloon
transport. Is there love in the air, or
just a dirigible? [Final issue!]
The Midnight Library #126: Just
what does the Midnight Librarian
get up to during daylight hours?
Six-Gun Librarian #37: Ernestine
Castillo and The Libearian are on
the trail of the Mogollon Monster,
who has left their child unattended
during storytime.
Two-Fisted LIbrary Stories #6:
Finally! The long overdue end of
the perpetually protracted Hypatia
Lorde/Garret Gable crossover.
The Witch's Library Vol. 2 #1: The
Tell-Tale Book: She thought she
could steal from the library. She
was wrong.
Z39.50 #83: Zed just wants to go
home after a long day at work, but
first she must face the Death
Master's Last Patron.
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Origin: One fateful day in
October 1903, librarian
Wilfred P. Livingston
wandered outside the Boston
Public Library to investigate a
mysterious scratching noise
at the back door. He ambled
back in several hours later,
but something was a bit
off—his glasses were slightly
askew, shirt rumpled, and a
liquid resembling tomato
juice was smeared over his
furrier-than-usual face and
hands (had his hands always
looked so much like paws?).
Nobody took much notice—
the library was, after all, an
awfully big and busy place.
And when the frazzled-
looking, furious owner of
Fantastic Fredrick's Traveling
Animal Menagerie burst
through the doors a few days
later, insisting that Wilfred
was actually a bear who
escaped from his sideshow
troupe, everyone chuckled.
"Wilfred, a bear?" chortled
one colleague, "None of us
are acquainted with any
bears, and certainly none that
wear spectacles or have such
a fine taste in neckties!"
Wilfred said nothing—just
grunted and returned to his
shelving as policemen
escorted the crazed ring-
master out of the building.

THE LIBEARIAN
Real Name: Ferocious Furry Fantastico V
Current alias: Wilfred P. Livingston
Occupation: Librarian
Known associates: The Six-Gun LIbrarian
Enemies: The Mogollon Monster
Base of operations: Boston
First appearance: Library Rangers #27

Height: 1m (at shoulder); 2m (long)
Weight: 200kg Eyes: Brown Hair: Brown
Powers: Juggling, bicycling, dancing, impeccable
taste in neckties
Quote: "ggGGrrRRRr RRRaaRRRRgggg RRRRrr?!"
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Everyone in the office is talking
about it. Everyone in fandom, it
seems, is asking about it. What is
it? Why, merely the return of The
Library Legion, that's what! We've
been dropping hints about it here
and there, but now that it's time to
do the Library Laboratory preview,
we're determined to do something
really special. So we've got an
interview with the gang behind this
new team and the amazing events
that surround it. But enough
verbiage! You want info...here you
go!

Two-Fisted Library Stories: I'd like to
get from you the low-down on this,
the most-talked about series since L-
Day.

Buk Raeder (artist and co-plotter): I
know nothing. Nothing!

TFLS: How did the concept of The
Library Legion come about?

Libby Rarry (scripter and co-
plotter): The editors were looking
for a new lead for ACTION
LIBRARIANS, one that better
represented the diversity of our
readers. We played around with
one character or another, but
nothing ever really clicked. At the
same time Buk brought up the
idea of reusing “The Library
Legion” as a name. At first I was
wary, since the original Library
Legion appeared in some
incredibly racist comics, but I soon
realized that by creating a new
group that was all about the
diversity of the characters we

could reuse what is, admittedly, a
great name.

TFLS: Who are the members of The
Library Legion?

Libby: The members (at least at
first) will be Phantom Librarian (II),
OPAC Amaru, The Circulation
Crustacean, OCLC (Open-Source
Cataloguing Library Cyborg), and
Hypatia Lorde, Library Scientist.

TFLS: Where do these characters
come from?

Libby: That depends on how far
back you want to go.

TFLS: Go back as far as you want.

Libby: I may be making this up as
we speak—
This is the new Phantom Librarian
who recently appeared in LIBRARY
SUSPENSTORIES to help Mark
Wreckard come up with LGBTQ
book lists to combat the Censor
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Centaur. We really liked the idea of
using a legacy character who
would provide some connection to
the original Library Legion, but one
who also indicated that there was
a clear break with the original
stories.

OPAC Amaru is a Quecha librarian
who is dedicated to ensuring that
indigenous history and non-
traditional media are preserved
and accessible to the public.
Whether that’s oral storytelling,
quipu knots, or riot grrrl zines,
they’re committed to making sure
that libraries are on the forefront
of safeguarding and sustaining
materials that might otherwise slip
through the cracks.

The Circulation Crustacean is a
new character who we’re really
excited about. They’re one of the
Nephropidae [the intelligent lobster
people from STRANGE SCIENCE
LIBRARY -ed.] who take care of the
seven Atlantean libraries scattered

around the Earth’s oceans. There’s
a specific reason why they’re
hanging out with The Library
Legion and not working
underwater, but you’re going to
have to wait for our second story
arc for that to be revealed.

TFLS: Why aren't they green?

Buk: They're orange because, as
readers of STRANGE SCIENCE
LIBRARY know, there was recently
particularly high sunspot activity,
so they picked up some cosmic
rays as well. They got zapped by
the Aurora Borealis, basically.

TFLS: And the other members?

Libby: OCLC (Open-Source
Cataloguing Library Cyborg) is a
name that may be unfamiliar to
readers, but they’re not as original
a character as some may think.
Those who have been reading
FRONTLINE LIBRARIAN recently
may have noticed that something
weird has been going on with The
Data Recovery Foundation since
the explosion that disabled
Sebastiaan Dayaram and
Jagannatha Rabindra by removing
the use of their right arm and
hearing. They’re really dedicated to
demonstrating that cataloguing is
not a neutral act and improving the
subject headings that are available
for library staff to use.

Hypatia Lorde should be well
known to our audience as the star
of her own title, and she’s there to
add some experience to our team.
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She’s probably been the breakout
star of the last year or so, and it’s
just been incredible to see all the
young girls cosplaying as her at
conventions. I know there have
been some complaints from
alleged “fans” about how us adding
her to The Library Legion, or
showing her support for Black
Lives Matter, is shoving a female
African-American library scientist
down the throats of readers, but to
be perfectly honest, we don’t want
that sort of person reading our
titles.

We’ve worked hard to ensure that
our characters represent the broad
spectrum of our readership, but
we can still make mistakes. If any
of our readers feel we’ve
misrepresented anyone’s culture
or community please let us know.

TFLS: Why is The Library Legion
formed?

Libby: Their raison d'etre is that
they are going to try and help
library staff from around the
world. A lot of library staff living on
Earth, you see, are just regular
people with regular jobs. They are
not superheroes or supervillains.
They are just different.

TFLS: What's going to be The Library
Legion’s first mission? How about
enemies? Surely they will begin to
have some other than mankind at
large?

Buk: There will be villains—most of
them new, though some will be

familiar to readers. As we do more
stories we are going to discover
who is their arch-enemy.

Libby: The first story arc revolves
around the Metadata Debasement
Industries. This is a conglomerate
of a bunch of different characters,
like Tyranothesaurus, The
Ignoramusapien, and Mould Spore.

Buk: Don’t forget [CENSORED].

Libby: Well obviously. Those three
aren’t exactly known for their
brains, but we’re keeping the
leader a secret for now. Beyond
those guys, I'm hoping to bring in
some of the more familiar villains
from the Legendary Library
Universe. Also, as we go along, the
personalities and powers of the
characters will suggest the kind of
villains they should fight.
Obviously, we’re not going to set
OPAC Amaru up against the Pixie
Patrons, anymore than we'd set
The Phantom Librarian against The
World Cat.

TFLS: Are their adventures going to be
primarily in one area, or will they be
travelling the world?

Libby: The Library Legion is going
to globe-trot a little bit. They are
really going to take the fate of all
library-dom into their hands.
Sometimes the library staff they
encounter won't want to be
helped—and sometimes they will
be villains. There will be a wide
variety of stories, that we can
guarantee.
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Buk: We wanted an international
feel for The Library Legion. They
are going to be travelling all over
the world in their search to help
library staff. Plans are pretty vague
right now.

TFLS: Will there be any cameos or
guest shots, to help attract other fan
segments to the new series?

Buk: I think I’m allowed to reveal
that I get to draw a couple of my
favourite characters. The Radio
Librarian Automaton and The
Synthetic Information Repository
Unit will both be showing up in the
first few issues.

TFLS: How about any new supporting
characters?

Libby: We really want to focus on
the core members of the team, so
at the moment there are no real
plans. We might have a few of
Hypatia’s Lorde’s companions
show up from time to time.

TFLS: Speaking of Hypatia Lorde what
of xxxx ?

Libby: Because she will be going
through so many personal
problems [see recent and upcoming
issues of her own book! - ed.], she
will not be the leader of The
Library Legion. xxxxxxx will
be, but that will only make things
more complicated for them.

TFLS: What about the Data Recovery
Foundation that you mentioned
earlier? How do they tie in with this?

Buk: Well, I don’t want to give too
much away since we want people
to read the series! But I will say
that the Data Recovery Foundation
has definitely been involved with
the enhancements that are helping
OCLC deal with their recent
disabilities.

Libby: The first issue opens with a
flashback. It takes place immed-
iately after Hypatia Lorde’s first
appearance in LIBRARY SUSPEN-
STORIES. In Legendary Library
time, a couple of months ago. In
real time, five years ago. So there's
a flashback to that, and then we’ll
delve into the origins of the Data
Recovery Foundation, and what
they're really all about.

TFLS: What are your feelings about
The Library Legion?

Libby: It is the biggest collaboration
since L-Day. It is also a lot harder
because it is going to turn into a
series, and not just have a limited
run. I am really happy that The
Library Legion is happening. I like
all the characters.

Buk: I feel that my art is the best
stuff I've done yet. It's the material
I'm most pleased with so far.
Working with Libby on the series
has been really great—they've
given me my best working
relationship in comics. Everything
has really clicked together for us,
and I guess that is showing in the
work. I hope that it goes over real
well and that everyone likes what
we're doing.
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Love! Romance! Adventure!
We're now accepting submissions for the first issue of Spicy
Library Stories! The deadline is December 31st, 2016, and the
release will be Valentine's Day 2017!

Too busy to create a full submission? No problem! Our agony
aunt is ready to provide advice on relationships, lifestyle, and
sex, so send in your questions!

Send submissions to
twofistedstories@gmail.com

What do we mean by "spicy"?

In the tradition of various Spicy pulps, like Spicy Zeppelin Stories,
we're looking for the best in library focused fiction that not only
features the daring adventure tales we're so well known for, but
is also a little bit risqué or saucy. This doesn't mean that you
need to create full blown erotic tales (though we'll accept those
too), but place just a little bit more emphasis on love, romance,
and scantily dressed men, women, and people of other genders
having their clothes ripped off.

We want lascivious stories, art, and other contributions about
tempters and temptresses, femmes and hommes fatales, dudes
and dames in distress, bombshells, rakes, vamps, cads,
seducers, vixens, and everyone else. We welcome contributions
that feature lesbian, gay, straight, bisexual, transgender, queer,
and polyamorous characters. (And anything else we forgot.)

Your contributions can be as chaste or raunchy as you want, just
remember that it has to feature library workers prominently in
some way.

We're also totally happy to let people use pseudonyms,
sobriquets, aliases, and noms de plume if you would prefer for
your true identity to remain secret. Not even we need to know
what your real name is!



Back Row (L-R)

[U nknown]

I t’s said that Colleen Frakes once brought a person back to l ife,
just so she could ki l l them again. She escaped from the M cN eil
I sland prison and is currently at large. Find her onl ine at
www.tragicrel ief.com

Devin Lagasse is your average ageless gorgon whose two goals in
l ife are to be the feminist ki l l joy at every party and write the world's
best and most smutty romance novel . N o one tel l her mother.

As part of a secretly funded government agency, Dana Putnam's
time-travel ing has led to countless paradoxes. The Berenstain
Bears thing? Yeah, that was them.

Front Row (L-R)

Survivors have never managed to provide an accurate description
of Matthew Murray, but it is suspected that he is between 3 and
1 4 feet tal l and ful ly, or partial ly, made of glass and concrete.

Taylor Kenkel once made a bet with the Devi l , and now they're
trapped in a Faustian bargain to draw things for their friends. They
figure that things could be worse.

[U nknown]
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Credits
Characters in cover art were copied from cover art by Walter
Baumhofer printed in Dime Detective Magazine, vol. 26, #2
(January, 1938).

Second letter in 5XX $aNote Fields remixed from the Navy Seal
Copypasta.

Character art (and some background art) for Six-Gun Librarian
comic strips traced from The Complete Terry and the Pirates: 1934
to 1936 by Milton Caniff.

Font for Six-Gun Librarian created from George Wundar’s
lettering from some Terry and the Pirates strips from the 1960s.

First item in News From the Stacks is remixed from Bullpen
Bulletins published in various Marvel comics in January, 1980.
Scans found on The Marvel Project blog, themarvelproject.com.

Large portions of The Library Legion interview are
taken/remixed from interviews in issues #2 and #33 of Marvel
Age. Scans found on the Marvel Comics of the 1980s blog,
marvel1980s.blogspot.com

Image for Biographies page from a copyright free image on the
Costică Acsinte Archive’s Flickr page.

Art on the back cover is by Dick Beck and is from The Hand of
Fate #17, April 1953.

All writing and art not otherwise credited is by Matthew Murray.
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